
 
 
Good morning, 
 
Thoughts after our Grade 1- 5 discussions on 10/28 and 11/2: 
 

1. We have amazing teachers at Saint Jude School – gifts and talents to share.  Thanks for all you 
are doing to maintain our reputation of excellence. 

2. We have amazing students at Saint Jude School – not all saints, but pretty good children☺ 
3. Content Suggestions:  Book Reports and other Independent Reading Programs 

                 Know any efforts to encourage outside reading are to be commended.  I heard great strategies  
                 to encourage recreational reading.  From the methods that I heard presented, a few ideas  
                 stand out for me that I would like each of you to consider: 
 

• Although some of our goals for fostering independent reading include building confidence, 
encouraging a love for reading for leisure and expanding genres, we should also add 
monitoring and developing comprehension skills at independent and instructional reading 
levels.  Counting minutes read is a wonderful tool but given the busy lifestyles of our 
students and families – I am concerned if we do not have some type of follow-up to that 
independent reading – something that confirms that the students read the books and 
understood what they were reading.  This can be written or oral.  Therefore with this in 
mind, please consider the following questions: 
 
Does your outside reading program have a comprehension component?  If so, be prepared 
to explain that component to the group at our next meeting.  If not, please consider 
adjusting your program to include that necessary comprehension component.   
 
Are we effectively introducing genres that students might not explore without our 
encouragement/requirement?  

 
Are we focusing on quality vs. quantity?  Although I see true value in picture books and easy 
readers, I also see our teacher role as one who encourages students to challenge themselves 
to find books that are truly at their levels.  How do we encourage a student to push 
themselves outside of their comfort zones – not for all book reports but for some – striking a 
balance. 

 
4.  Let’s be cautious not to change agreed upon norms.  The very reason our students are 

successful with certain skill area is because we are all following those agreed upon norms.  Such 
norms include: 

*Assigning homework that is slightly more than the previous year yet slightly less than    
  the upcoming year.  Another difficult balance to strike,  but if we share and discuss  
  specifics, we might have a better understanding of how to set our expectations.  Let’s  
  bring in hard copies of what our homework looks like then see if we need to make any  
  adjustments to those expectations. 
*Due to very busy family lifestyles, having written math homework Monday through  
  Thursday is highly recommended.  I would still suggest including assignments such as  
  study facts for X # of minutes or assign writing out fact families or assign on-line work.  
*Please complete the agreed upon BASICS first, then add your wonderful projects to  



                                enhance the curriculum.  Use your textbooks and   complete the accompanying  
                                workbooks, study questions, proposed assignments from the Teacher’s Manual for all  
                                subject areas.. 
                              * Give yourself permission to adjust your schedules to provide time for certain  
                                 assignments.  I liked hearing that teachers substituted student presentations in place  
                                 of oral reading by the teacher to accomplish goals.  Rearranging non-essentials in  
                                 your day to have time to incorporate thematic units is totally acceptable.  Of course  
                                 these are temporary adjustments to the schedule.  

*Despite student successes, please include Daily Oral Language – on a regularly basis – a  
   minimum of 4 – 5 times per week.  The daily manner that you incorporate this time  
   may differ – sometimes morning work with a quick review…sometimes oral group  
   work – discussing as you complete the sentences – sometimes in partners  with oral  
   checking. 
 

5. Supplemental Written Work – make it meaningful  
*Strongly suggest additional reading comprehension activities that include a written  
   component…love, love, love those short stories that are grade leveled with varying  
   comprehension questions and/or activities…usually after a one page story. 
*Strongly encourage written work that builds vocabulary and requires students to apply  
   grammar and punctuation skills – creative and inventive writing are great for 4K and 5K…now  
   we revise, edit, make “sloppy copies”, rough drafts and final drafts.   Having a Word Wall or  
   Vocabulary Bank can help with spelling.  Encourage/require students to expand the length &  
   complexity of their sentences…their paragraphs…their stories…their responses….their reports. 
*Enhance your assessment strategies…include 2 – 4 short answer responses as a supplement to  
   many tests, offer a take home question or two,  allow students to bring in one large note card  
   when answering short answer questions (this encourages HOW to write notes – main ideas)  

                  and expands writing skills.  With slight adjustments, these ideas can be used be grades 1  
                  through 5.  To build sequencing skills, have students make a 3 - 7 part     

    picture story… include written responses under each picture. 
 

6. Math Timed Tests – continue to record improvements having each student challenge their own 
records.  Limit or eliminate ranking students against others.  Beat the Clock should be improving 
on one’s own record.  Keeping a log in a notebook may be helpful in recording this data.  Some 
practice work may be in a horizontal fashion..i.e.  4 + 5  9 but Time tests should be vertical.  
Having problems in a vertical fashion helps set the students up for regrouping.  That format is 
the more acceptable for Timed Tests and most of the practice work.   

 
7. Just as we incorporate Daily Oral Language  Review 4 – 5 times per week ( approx. 5 different 

sentences with varying grammar and punctuation skills), we should also incorporate Daily Oral 
Math (otherwIse known as Daily 5 Review or 5x 5 Review).  This spiraling of 5 different skills is so 
important in helping our students stay sharp.  Remember the rule:  If you don’t use it – you lose 
it.  Please select the skills you have been teaching in the weeks prior – even if teaching 
multiplication or division, keep reviewing addition and subtraction with and without regrouping.  
This should be done through the Daily 5 Review and through Monthly Timed Tests. 
 

8. SRA – we will seriously look into incorporating the SRA Program – possibly sharing a Kit between 
two classes.  This is another Reading Program that focuses on a variety of Comprehension Skills 
with repetition, spiraling at remedial, instructional and enrichment levels. 



 
     

At our next group meeting 12/3, I would like us to share concrete examples of the work we are 
discussing.  Bring in projects, rubrics, a sample of a night’s homework, book report 
forms/logs/responses.  Part of this meeting will be dedicated to sharing these examples.  The goal of this 
task is to define our expectations of our students while building continuity and consistency between 
grade levels and teaching partners.               
 


